Hryau's trip to California
was not a failure l.v any means,
jaud the people of these United
States will soon learn that it was
not. Some newspapers are too
anxious to write failure to anything in which Mr. Bryan is
Hut saying so doesn't
make it hi by a long shot.
Mr.
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(ireat credit is due those noble
women who have the courage to
organize in opposition to those
women who have organized selfishly for their own political preferment. And the men who encourage them have also an eye to
in case they succeed. It is not a matter of prin
ciple wifh them, hut solely a sel
fish interest.
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There is a young man over in
the west part of the county who
will probably be induced by his
friends lo make the race for
county clerk on the democratic
ticket next year. We are re
quested to withhold his name for
the present, but we can assure the
readers of the Journal that he is
one of the most popular young
New York said: "After this bill men in Gass county, and wel
is enacted into law, when a man qualified for the position in every
buys an $8 or $10 suit of clothes particular.
he will be sure there is some wool
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American consumer.
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menaced are very closely allied
with evils which society is attempting to combat in other ways.
The ravages of these diseases are
far greater than any except those
partial judgment in the matter of who have investigated the matter
what to print and what not to know or realize. It is not probprint. Ail manner of news, ru able that any sort of legislation
mor and gossip, reach the editor's or regulation will over fully check
desk, and there must be constant these evils, or stamp out the atprocess of weeding out the doubt- tendant diseases. But if an
knows that contracting such
ful, the objectionable and the maliciously intended, and the preser- a disease will probably mean his
vation of the legitimate. This discharge from his position, the
done, the newspaper cannot draw knowledge will certainly tend to
the line because of a difference in restrain rather than encourage
social or business relations. So- taking further chances. It is of
cial .standing is too often a mere vital importance
that public
fully
affectation
safeguarded
health
be
as
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and
as
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matter
rather than any monopoly of the it is possible to do. It is likewise
virtues. There are just as many just as important that some
sensitive hearts beating under the means be found if possible to
homespun of the poor as the check these diseases Apparently
tailor-mad- e
suit of the rich, and the Pennsylvania railroad has
it is not fair for a newspaper, in found an effectivo method of acwriting up the news, to make the complishing something in both
distinction. No judge in a court directions. The idea is worthy of
of justice finds pleasure in pro- general consideration.
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nouncing the penalties of the law
it is a duty which is required of
So much unfavorable comment

I of satisfaction.
m
Clearly, then, it betonies the duty
of a newspaper not alone to assume the responsibility of its utterances, but to us,., its own im-

the clerks in the stores in
()., struck, and
Liverpool,
Kat
thereupon the proprietors told the
customers to wait, upon them
selves and pay fur what goods
they took.
The scheme has
Although in the
worked well.
dry goods stores whore women
customers measured their own
fabrics and selected their own
drosses, there were often brought
about some amusing complications, but the inereiianls declare
that they have lost very Iittlo
from the dishonesty of the buyers. They have saved the cost of
the clerks, there has been no picketing, no disturbance and the
striking clerks are walking around
with their hands In their pockets
uncertain what to do.
All
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Sunday has been set apart
as a day in which we honor the him. No true newspaper man has been made because William
mothers, not only one's own finds pleasure in recording, the Jennings Bryan treated the diplo:o:
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The passage of the
like to have all the readers of the number that each one is allowed with the customs of that day.
western Nebraska, and it is in ex- there you are. Warranted not to act by the California legislature Journal familiar v. ill: its senti- to present for consideration.
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is passed by both houses and article is of value lo all. Another perfect bill of health at a physibill
ent condition of affairs, and hereIf the dandelion was a modest
Uncle Sam is daily called upon flower, it, would be r joy forever. signed. There may then follow reason for want inn it, read is be- cal examination held four times a after you will find no Maderia
lot of refugees A few dandelions, scattered here the courts with President Wilson cause the editor
a newspaper year is a new ruing just estab- upon the mess tables. You must
lo take care of
hci.ig confronted lished by the Pennsylvania rail- be contented with plain New Engfrom various points in Mexico, and there over a soft green lawn and Secretary Bryan as intorvon
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court
friends
the
of
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receive
they
and the treatment
might add to the charm of the
with those very problems from road system. Indications of any land rum." Jefferson was the
course,
any employe best judge of wine in America, and
of the federal day to, day, from week lo week, infectious disease
quite different from that accorded lawn, but the dandelion is an ag senlalive, of
to the Americans who are at- grcssive little beast of a flower. government. And after that may and the facts sot oul Iy this writer will mean immediate discharge he imported a Swiss who planted
tempting to reside in the Mexican It not only spreads itself over the come congress. There are, indeed, may give the reader a clearer view from the service. The provision a vineyard at Mouticello. It exrepublic.
lawn, as prolific as t lie proverbial plenty of possibilities
of the responsibilities that attach is made, it is slated, for the pur- ists to this day. The only restricto the publication of a newspaper. pose of further safeguarding the tion that Jefferson made was that
:o :
fly, and as disreputable, but it de
"My son, nevor go anywhere In the nature of things men love health of the patrons of the rail- no liquor should bi sold at retail
dnvernor Morehead has desig vours all the verdure that conies
nated Saturday, May 17, as a gen-- 1 in its way It should be extermi von would be ashamed to lake to have their virtue? extolled un- road dining car system. Yet such within ten miles of the University
Most of the lawns in vour mother never associate der headlines, and their short- a measure may have another sig- of Virginia, and out of respect to
day for the entire nated.
cral clean-ti- p
slate. Mayors of all the cilies Plattsmouth have become infested with anyone you would not wish comings printed among the medi- nificance and work a reform in his memory, and villi no law on
cine ads, or not at all preferably other directions worthy of being the subject, the rule holds good
should join the governor in the with the pest which makes life lo introduce to your mother
movement, for with the hourly co- miserable by the insistence with never say anything you would be the latter. But those same men sought by like lequircments in to this day. Then why should Mr.
operation of local officials some- which it insolent tv persists in ashamed to say to your mother, and women love to read of their other lines of business. Certain Bryan be criticized for enjoying
nor listen to stories you would neighbors' entanglements and the infectious diseases by which the the same privileges as other great
blooming after numerous
thing tangible will be
not wish her to hoar," is the fare- - more exhaustive the details the innocent public is constantly men?
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MR. HENRY PECK AND HIS FAMILY AFFAIRS
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